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Survey instruments
- Apertif (NL): increase field of view of WSRT to 9 degree2. Large bandwidth
- ASKAP (AUS): 36 dishes of 12 m, focal plane array

                        Field of View 30 degree2. Large bandwidth
      Large survey speeds compared to current telescopes (factor 30 larger)

Deep observations
- EVLA (USA): large bandwidth, compact configuration. 
- MeerKat(ZA): 80 dishes of 12 m, larger FoV than EVLA

     Evolution of HI content
     Accretion from IGM

• H I studies are an important part of astronomy (dynamics, ISM), but progress is slowing down.

We are reaching the limits of what we can do with current instruments

• Several new radio telescopes are being constructed for H I work:

2012: Apertif, ASKAP, MeerKat, EVLA, ATA

2017: 10% SKA

2020: Full SKA: 100 times bigger and better than what we have now 100 hrs VLA = 1 min SKA; 100 yr VLA = 6 days SKA

• What are the opportunities offered for H I work by the 2012 instruments? 



- Large-area HI surveys, up to z = 0.5. Absorption out to z = 1
Now: 104 galaxies, “all” z < 0.1, most with ~10 arcmin resolution (unresolved, single-dish)
2012: 106 galaxies, many z > 0.1, 10 arcsec resolution

Cannot understand the properties of galaxies without knowing about the HI
Evolution of HI in relation to evolution of star formation
Synergy with surveys in other wavebands

- Deep surveys of Local Volume
Smallest galaxies (and smaller). 
What happens when galaxies become too small to form stars

- Detect interface galaxies - IGM
Only 10% of baryons are in galaxies
Accretion of low column density gas from IGM - kinematics of Cosmic Web

(Pulsars, transients, magnetic fields, continuum surveys)

What will we able to do?
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